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Short Description

The commercial grade finger guard is a door hinge safety system that has been designed to prevent entrapment of fingers in the hinge gap of a
door in the most demanding environments. 

Standard PVC hinge covers conceal the dangerous hinge area, but often have limited durability in heavy duty environments. Many local
authorities report the need to replace these every 6 - 24 months with substantial impact on maintenance budgets.

This commercial finger guard is the ideal product to ensure safety at home or in public places such as hotels, hospitals, public offices and
schools. 

The Digisafe system consists of several aluminium profiles that are hinged together allowing the door to open up to 180 degrees (40903.3) and
which totally cover the shear point between the door and the frame.

A rear guard protects the outer side (knuckle side) with a self-adhesive profile (40903.1). 

Easily installed in a few minutes, this design offers an elegant solution and features a smooth surface with a silver anodised aluminium finish.
The Digisafe system adapts discretely to all types of doors, keeping the technical qualities unchanged with an attractive end result.

Description

Digisafe commercial grade aluminium finger protector kit. 

Hinge guards provide finger protection for doors by covering the gaps created when doors are opened. 

Made from aluminium this range of hinge guards are long lasting and durable, offering huge savings on maintenance budgets compared to PVC
guards.

This range will retrofit most doors and are simple to install. 

Aesthetically pleasing slim-line design, once fitted it is hardly noticeable.

Hidden / concealed fixings.

Suitable for areas of heavy pedestrian traffic.

Suitable for butt hinged or centre pivot doors.

180 degree opening option.

Easy to clean and requires little maintenance.

 
 
Hinge Guard Options:
 

Item Code Fixing Position Opening Angle Length

40903.3 Push Side 180 Degrees 2000mm

40903.1 Pull - Knuckle Side 180 Degrees 2000mm
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Fitting Positions:
 

40903.3 are fitted to the push side of the door.

 
40903.1 is fitted on the rear pull side (knuckle side) of the door.
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Finish & Materials:

Metal cover made from silver anodised aluminium - SAA.

Sliding track is made from self-lubricating plastic.

 
Dimensions:

2000mm lengths.

Easily cut to length for smaller door sets.

 
Areas Of Application:

Suitable for fire rated and non fire rated doors.

Suitable for timber, steel or composite doors.

Suitable for doors with a maximum opening angle of 180 degrees.

Ideal for nurseries, schools and residential care homes

 

Fitting Instructions:

Please see the downloads tab for fixing instructions.

Products in this set

40903.3 - 180 Degree Opening Hinge Guard - Commercial Grade - For Push Side Fitting - 2000mm
Length - SAA Aluminium

40903.1 - Mini Hinge Guard - Finger Protector - For Pull Side (Knuckle Side) Fitting - 2000mm Length -
SAA Aluminium


